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Cursed 

The gold cameo pin lay on the ground, swimming in shattered glass. The face engraved into the 

white ivory of the pin still looks beautiful, timeless, and trapped.  

The glass scattered across the pavement belongs to a windshield. The rest of the items on 

the ground include one bumper, half a telephone pole and two bodies. The hand of a policeman 

picks up the pin and pulls it close to his face. Through squinty eyes, he notices that there’s not a 

scratch on it. Flawless, timeless and trapped.  

When the ambulance pulls up, the two bodies are not quickly attended to. Nobody tries to 

save them. They’re already dead. They were gone at the moment of impact. Forty years of learning 

how to be a human, creating relationships, making money, establishing a family and sustaining their 

life-stories and one instance ended it all. With everything that the responders on the scene say and 

do, with all the theories about how one car driving on a well-lit road ended up inexplicably veering 

off to the left and crashing head-on into a telephone pole only one thing was certain: this was going 

to absolutely devastate their son.  

The police find the boy at home, alone, waiting for his parent’s return. He stays with his 

neighbor until other family members are sought after and contacted by the authorities. The nearest 

blood relative lives one hour and thirty minutes away with her husband, out east in Wading River. 

It’s his mother’s sister. When the authorities contact her it doesn’t take her long to inquire about the 

cameo pin. The police inform her that they had taken all the personal belongings that were in the 

car and hand-delivered them so yes, they assured her, the boy was now in possession of the cameo 

pin.  

After the funeral, which the aunt doesn’t attend, his neighbor agrees to drive him out to 

Wading River where he will stay indefinitely. Throughout the ride, he nervously thumbs the cameo. 

The boy hasn’t seen his Aunt Sophie in at least five years. He barely remembers the last time they 

were together- it was Christmas time and it was snowing. The further east they travel the more 

farmland appears. This is a different landscape and setting than Brooklyn. There is less concrete, 

far less buildings and it’s much quieter. The boy rubs the cameo pin between his fingers, more 

intensely with each mile he gets further away from the familiar. Eventually, the car slows down, turns 

into a gravel driveway and settles itself in front of a two story house. The exterior is covered in white 

paint, barely. It’s in desperate need of another coat, but judging by the overgrown grass along the 



perimeter of the house, that paint job was not happening anytime soon. All the boy has for now is 

one suitcase as he and his considerate neighbor walk up the front porch. It consists of five wooden 

steps, a landing and then the front door. The boy and neighbor look at each other, hoping the other 

one will be the first to knock. The neighbor disrupts their apprehension and gives the front door a 

good rap; paint chips fall to their feet. A moment of silence before something is heard stirring inside. 

A squeak. Faint at first but growing louder. Squeakkk… Squeak… Squeakkk. It’s rhythmic. Cyclical. 

The two bodies on the front stoop are dumbfounded. The squeaking stops behind the door. Metal 

turns, a bolt is lifted and the front door is pulled ajar.  

“What is it?” the voice from inside the dark house inquires. 

“Hello, ma’am,” the neighbor starts, “we’re looking for Sophie.” 

“Yes?” the voice answers. 

The neighbor looks to the boy for help. 

“Aunt Sophie?” the boy wonders. 

“Who’s that?” the voice asks. 

“It’s Daniel,” the boy answers. 

“Daniel?”  

“Yes, I’m looking for my Aunt Sophie.”  

A moment of silence. And then the door swings open. 

“Daniel, of course!” the voice is revealed to be an older woman in a wheelchair. “Why didn’t 

you say so? I’ve been waiting for you.” She waves the boy in. “Come here, let your Aunt Sophie see 

you.” She remembers him and she’s welcoming; that’s enough to make the neighbor smile and relax 

their shoulders. “Kneel down so I can get a good look at your face,” Aunt Sophie instructs.  

Daniel complies but he doesn’t enjoy putting himself on display like this.  

She, herself, has a head full of brown-tipped hair with grey roots growing three-quarters of 

the way up. She’s dressed like she doesn’t turn the heat on at night when it gets cold. A thick, heavy 



blanket is wrapped around her legs. She gazes upon Daniel’s face then scrapes his cheek with a 

fingertip and smiles. No teeth. Just a tight, close-lipped grin.  

Daniel stands and says thank you and goodbye to his helpful neighbor who has taken care 

of him, thus far. With a good hug and a pat on the back, the neighbor opens the door and heads 

out. Effectively passing on the care of Daniel to his relative in the wheelchair.  

“Look at you,” Aunt Sophie says. “All grown up. A big boy now.” 

Daniel shifts his weight nervously from one leg to another. “What happened to you, Aunt 

Sophie? When did you get… that?” He checks out the wheelchair.  

“Oh…” She bends her forefinger and raises it up to her lips. Her eyes squeeze shut. 

“Are you alright?” he asks. 

“Your uncle…” She opens her eyes briefly and then squeezes them shut again.  

“What about him?” 

“He pushed me down the stairs.” 

Daniel kneels down to his aunt’s level again. 

“Uncle Roland pushed you down the stairs?!” 

She painfully shakes her head up and down. 

“Your legs… they’re broken?” 

“Yes.” She opens her eyes again. 

“I’m so sorry Aunt Sophie, did you tell the police?” 

“Your uncle is in jail right now as we speak.” 

“Really?” 

“For who knows how long.” 

He tries to shake the disbelief from his head. He doesn’t remember Uncle Roland that well, 

but he wouldn’t have fingered him a wife beater. 



But, as with most people, you only get half the story. 

She flutters her hand to fan herself then lifts her chin and swallows. “Let me show you to 

your room.” 

She leads the way through the living room, underneath the stairs and ten feet down the 

hallway. Daniel follows behind her squeaking chair and watches her open up the bedroom door. 

“Here you are, sweetheart,” she says. 

He looks the place up and down. It’s dimly-lit, but he can see the water spots in the corners. 

Bright red curtains cover the lone window. The bed is a wooden frame positioned next to a small 

nightstand and all of it is enveloped in god-awful wallpaper. 

“You even got your own television,” she boasts. “Here’s the remote.” She picks it up off the 

bed and hands it to Daniel. He holds it and notices that she’s staring at him, waiting for him to do 

something with it. He finds the T.V. and points and clicks. The picture zaps on, black and white at 

first and then color oozes in. Aunt Sophie cranes her neck up to him and smiles. No teeth. She adds 

an approving nod. 

“It works. Sweet.” He nods as well. He flicks the channel button up and the image changes. 

Flicks again. Channel change. Flicks again. Nothing. Flicks again. Nothing. Flicks again. Nothing. “I 

think the batteries may be dying,” he surmises and takes the back off the remote to reveal two 

Duracell batteries, then he puts it back together. 

“Oh, brother,” she huffs and throws up one hand. “Just leave it for now and follow me,” she 

wheels out the door. “I will be sleeping on the couch while I recover,” she mentions as they both 

emerge from the hallway and enter the space of the living room. “I’m unable to get up those stairs 

to the bedroom so, this is my place now.” She points to the couch as she continues to roll across the 

living room floor and into the kitchen. When she gets to the kitchen counter, which is eye level, she 

stops and stares at it. Then she turns around to face her nephew. 

“You brought the cameo pin, didn’t you?” she asks. 

“Yes, yes of course.” He displays it by holding it out toward her. She reaches out and their 

hands meet like God and Adam. Genesis. 



“Thank you so much,” she says and holds it up. “You have no idea how much this means to 

me.” 

“What is it, exactly? I mean, I know it’s a pin but, who is that a picture of?” He waits for her 

explanation. 

“It’s a family heirloom. Handed down through generations. My sister- your mother, received 

it from our mother, who got it from hers. And I couldn’t bear to see it get lost in the shuffle,” she 

holds it close to her body. “There is tremendous value in this pin,” she smiles. No teeth. 

“Did my mother and you get into a fight? I haven’t seen you in so long.” 

“No, we didn’t. Your mother was a great woman and she loved you very much. Her family 

was her life.” 

Daniel tilts his head downward as his eyes water. His parent’s death is a fresh wound. The 

nerve is easily struck. 

“We will all miss her greatly, Daniel, but don’t you worry; family is a very important thing to 

me as well and I will watch over you until everything is taken care of.” 

He wipes a lone tear as it sneaks past his nose. “I miss them so bad.” 

She wheels closer. “Someday we may see them again.” 

Daniel stops wiping, then, looks her dead in the eyes. “Do you believe that? That they’re still 

around somewhere?” 

“I have newfound suspicions.” 

********** 

Daniel emerges from the hallway and into the living room, fresh off from putting his clothes 

away in his new bedroom. Aunt Sophie is on the couch with a pitcher of iced tea. She pours a glass 

and holds it out for Daniel. 

“I hope you like iced tea,” she says. 

“I do, thank you.” He takes it. 



“You can sit here and watch my program with me if you’d like,” she pats the cushion next to 

her. 

“What are you watching?” he circles the room and faces the television. 

On the Screen: 

America’s Got Talent 

“People have such great gifts, you know?” she slowly nods her head, agreeing with herself. 

“I believe everybody has a special skill to offer the world. There’s some people out there who are 

good at a lot of things but there are others who are only good at one thing. But that one thing, when 

they’re doing it, it’s like they’re on top of the world. It’s like they can feel the earth moving through 

them, possessing them and using them to create great, big things.” She wraps herself with her own 

arms and stares adoringly at the ceiling. 

Daniel nods along. Then feels compelled to sip the iced tea. 

********** 

Aunt Sophie doesn’t speak throughout the entire broadcast, her eyes stay glued to the screen. 

Her facial expressions are like a wave of reaction to everybody’s performances and backstories. She 

cries when they cry, smiles when they smile. She even closes her eyes when they hit the high notes. 

When the program ends, she tells Daniel that he better get his rest. He agrees and gives her a kiss 

on the cheek and leaves her on the couch. 

In his bed, lying on his back, he’s filled with dread. A new house, a new guardian; a new life 

then, by all means. But his thoughts haven’t changed. His thoughts are still depressing. How can he 

possibly accept his newly appointed life? 

Holy shit and what about his uncle? How bizarre. 

It’s not long into him staring up at the ceiling that he begins to feel the hole. It takes center 

stage. The place in his heart that was where he housed his parents is now just an emptiness. A 

vacancy. Aunt Sophie won’t fill this hole. This ragged old house won’t fill this hole. All the money 

in the world won’t fill this hole. He doesn’t avoid it, the pull of despair is too strong. He sinks into 

it. 



********** 

He opens his eyes. The red curtain being pelted by the sunlight on the outside has caused a 

bloody glow to cover his face and the surrounding interior. The blur to his left becomes clear when 

he squints and turns his head. Aunt Sophie sits next to the bed. A cat jumps up onto his stomach. 

He blinks fast and flinches, then exhales.  

“Good morning, sweetheart,” she greets him.  

He covers himself with the blanket. “You didn’t tell me you had a cat.” 

“Is that a problem for you? Oh no, are you allergic?”  

“No, no I’m not. I was just surprised.” 

“I was wondering… have you ever heard of the legend of the Indian princess who haunts 

Lake Ronkonkoma, dragging swimmers down to the bottom of the murky waters?” she asks. 

“No.” 

“What about Mount Misery?” 

“I don’t think I’ve heard of that, either.” 

“There was a mental hospital in the woods in Huntington that used to house a bunch of 

patients that they did experiments on. One day, one of the patients took a match to her room and 

burnt the entire hospital down. Ever since, she’s been known to haunt the woods in her white hospital 

gown.” 

“Are these stories true?” he asks. 

“I think you should go and find out.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“Go to these places, tonight. Have the courage to search for your own answers. Anything is 

possible… including the afterlife.” 

His eyes widen at the prospect. He’s sold. “Ok… I’ll go,” he concludes. 



“Good. You can take my car. Now, I’m going to make breakfast for you,” and she wheels 

away but stops at the doorway and turns back. “Did you notice? I fixed my wheelchair. No squeak.” 

Her face glows for a second and then she exits the doorframe. A spider’s web inside the corner of 

the door frame catches Daniel’s eye. Such intricate and delicate weaving. Such a clever spider. He 

won’t disturb it.  

********** 

His eggs are runny, but he doesn’t care. His toast is burnt, but it doesn’t bother him. He eats 

it all. His mouth is on the food but his mind is focused on the evening to come. He’s incredibly 

intrigued by the prospect of going to these supposed haunted places. Places where the living can see 

the deceased. A location where death is not the end of experience, only another part of it. 

There’s movement outside the kitchen window that catches his attention. A young girl is 

walking by the front of the house with a dog. Aunt Sophie notices his glance. “Her name’s Rebecca. 

She lives down the road, two houses over on the right. She’s a sweet girl, always says hello. I can’t 

say as much for the mother, though.” She picks a plate up out of the sink and starts vigorously 

scrubbing. “Why don’t you go talk to her? Catch her when she’s on her way back towards her house. 

In the meantime, be a doll and pick up the wheel barrel and shovel that’s out front near that oak 

tree and put them on the side of the house.” 

He finishes up and puts his plate in the sink. Aunt Sophie continues to scrub away at the 

dirty objects until the sink is bare. Daniel makes his way outside, picks up the shovel and places it 

into the wheel barrel. He rolls to the garage door and sees that it’s closed shut with a lock on it. He 

moves to the side of the house and parks the equipment. Out of curiosity, he continues to the back 

of the house and looks out onto Aunt Sophie’s backyard. It’s mostly dirt, with what looks like a few 

failed crops and what is most definitely a pathetic pumpkin patch about the size of the driveway. The 

pumpkins are disproportionate thanks to their frail, decomposing state. 

When Rebecca passes by the house again, he cuts her off at the mailbox and introduces 

himself. 

“Hello,” he starts. 

“Hey,” she responds. 



“I’m Daniel.” 

“Becky.” 

“My Aunt Sophie says she knows you.” 

“You’re her nephew?”  

“Yeah. I’ll be staying with her for a while,” he informs her. 

“That’s nice…” 

“It’s fine,” he brushes it off. Becky is about to keep walking and put an end to the discussion, 

he can feel it. “Have you ever heard of Mount Misery?” he blurts out. 

“Um, I don’t think so, what is it?” 

“It’s a haunted woods.” 

“Oh,” she looks disappointed. 

“My aunt was just telling me about it,” he adds. 

“It’s on Long Island?” she asks. 

“Yes. Huntington.” 

“I don’t know where that is,” she admits. 

“I’m not too sure myself,” he echoes and laughs it off.  

“But,” she squeaks out, “I have heard of this place called Mary’s Grave, near Head of the 

Harbor.” 

“And?” he waits. 

“Allegedly, a lady is said to haunt the area looking for children to kill.” 

“Whoa, that sounds promising. Do you want to go there with me?” Daniel’s voice is eager 

and when Becky looks at him she can feel the energy coming from his wide eyes and big face.  

She doesn’t feel the same way, though. “No, I can’t do that.” 

“Why not?” 



“I’m not into scary places.” 

“Aren’t you the least bit curious about death?” 

“Never really thought about it,” she says. 

He’s a bit taken back by her revelation but he doesn’t want to appear too pushy. “Okay.” 

But, his energy never wavers. “Well, I’ll let you know how it goes,” he smiles and begins to depart 

from the conversation. 

“Sure. Will you be around tomorrow?” she asks. 

“And the next day, and the next and the next…” he says it like it’s a prison sentence. His 

voice trailing off as the distance between them grows.  

He hops up the front steps and into the house. Aunt Sophie sits right in the middle of the 

living room, staring at him.  

“How did it go?” she asks eagerly.  

“I’ve made up my mind to go to Mount Misery tonight,” he replies. 

Her initial question was intended to find out what he thought about Becky, herself, but his 

take-away from the entire morning thus far is Mount Misery; this place that might hold both life and 

death.  

He bounces into the kitchen and opens the refrigerator door.  

“I’m a bit thirsty, can I have something to drink?” he asks. 

“Of course, sweetheart, this house is your house now.”  

He takes out the pitcher of iced tea. It’s almost empty. “Can I finish it?” 

“Absolutely. Cups are right behind you on the left,” she instructs. 

Aunt Sophie observes him as he pours himself a sweet glass of tea. Gulps. Smacks his lips. 

Smiles. Then repeats. 

“I’ll give you directions for tonight,” she says.  



Misery 

The car rolls at a dead man’s pace. The further it creeps, the scarcer street lights become. Daniel 

peers over the steering wheel. He’s not sure what he’s looking for but he keeps his eyes peeled for 

a clue. The headlights of the car only allow him to see about thirty yards ahead. His heart flutters. 

The unknown excites. At any moment, something out of the ordinary can occur.  

The road he’s on comes to an end and he’s presented with a choice. To his left: suburban 

houses on a dimly lit road. It’s quiet and dim, yes, but at least he can see the evidence of a hint of 

human civilization. To his right, only the left hand side of the street has houses. The right hand side 

is all woods, the very woods he’s looking to explore.  

He turns the car to the right. He has to. It’s where the unknown is. His headlights lead the 

way to a dead end surrounded by trees on all sides. The last street light was about forty yards back 

and now there is an abundance of darkness. He parks the car and looks around the perimeter. 

Nothing to be seen because nothing can be seen. He can feel his skin crawl and his fingers tingle as 

his blood pressure elevates. With a deep breath he shoves himself out of the car and onto his feet. 

“Now what?” he whispers. He scans the area but, initially, the air is black and impenetrable by sight. 

He understands he has to go into the woods, but doesn’t know where to start so he just starts 

somewhere, slowly. Dead leaves crunch as he presses the soles of his feet onto the ground. Giving 

his eyes a minute to adjust, he sees an area where there’s no bushes. He follows the opening. Step 

by step, he creeps away from his car and deeper into the woods until he passes the threshold and is 

eventually swallowed by the forest. The pale light of the moon makes its way down through the top 

of the forest, roughly highlighting the ground. Several yards into the woods he finds an intersecting 

path in front of him. He follows it to the right. As he’s walking, his primordial instincts have him 

looking around his entire body. He spins himself around, surveying the area. No signs of ghosts. No 

signs of life, either. The trees breathe their own aura about themselves. If they could talk they’d 

probably speak memories worth a hundred years. Out of the corner of his eyes their branches dance 

back and forth but when he snaps his neck to inspect them further, they stand still like stiff corpses.  

Whapt! 



Daniel perks up. Something hits the ground and makes a sound against the leaves that line 

the forest floor. Somebody walking? Something jumping out of a tree? An animal? A ghost?  

Again, Whapt! This time, right by his feet.  

Daniel settles a bit when he realizes what it is: sporadic acorns falling from the trees.  

He continues down the path slowly. He needs to give his eyes a chance to adjust. He 

should’ve brought a flashlight. His feet move cautiously but his mind’s racing ahead. He notices the 

fear coursing through his body, it’s intermingled with anticipation for seeing something abnormal. 

Also residing in the back of his mind are hints of doubt, disbelief and disappointment. He questions 

his own sanity for being out in the middle of the woods at this hour, but he can’t let those thoughts 

dominate his consciousness if he intends to continue; if he wants to find out if there’s something in 

the woods that didn’t die but lives on, someway somehow.  

Something drapes across his face. Gentle, soft, stringy. A spider’s web. He brushes it off.  

The smell of the forest is damp and there’s a cold layer in the air. It’s not wind, just some 

sort of blanket that permeates the forest. It’s cold enough to make him rub his elbows.  

Again, a noise. 

A noise unlike the other one. It’s not a drop. Nothing fell.  

But from where? From the side of him? 

He takes out his phone and turns on the spotlight. 

Again. A constant, low hum that gains volume the more he listens for it… It’s pounding 

against the ground mingled with faint… grunting. 

The hum begins to morph into the sound of rolling thunder. Louder it grows. He’s frozen 

in place. He hasn’t taken a breath in about twenty seconds. His heart’s the only thing moving. This 

sound is no hallucination, it’s real. Something is out there making this strange noise and it’s getting 

louder. His skin tightens as the following thought enters his mind: It’s coming right at me. 

His eyes stare into the void ahead of him. His ears keen to the approaching noise. His sight 

has adjusted well to the darkness. They can now see further ahead and they’re sharper, more 

focused. The void ahead is a blanket of mystery, but coming from it is this pounding, rolling thunder. 



And sure enough, as feared, when stared at long enough, the void produces an object. A faint, white, 

floating object.  

He doesn’t wait to say ‘hello.’ His animal instincts have him turn and run with his phone still 

in his hands. He puts it on camera mode and throws one arm behind himself and starts flashing 

pictures. He’s not sure what’s back there, he can barely hear anything over the noise of him running 

for dear life. He can’t tell which is louder, his breathing or his footsteps. But he flashes pictures, one 

after another.  

A faint glow comes into view up ahead. It’s the dead end street lit up only by the light of the 

moon. He’s almost made it. He stops flashing pics and uses both hands to pump and run. Oddly 

enough, just as he’s almost out of the woods, he imagines a second object blind-siding him, knocking 

into him and taking him out completely. His body hitting the ground hard. His vision blurred. His 

consciousness dizzy. His salvation denied. He’s imagining this all in the span of one second. It’s not 

really happening to him but, if you’re running from fear then it’s already in your head and once it’s 

there, your imagination becomes your worst nightmare.  

Hitting the paved road is a relief for him. He quickly turns around to find nothing. No sound 

either. He hurries to his car and hops in, making it. His chest heaves. In no time, he’s peeled out 

and half way down the road. His eyes check the rearview mirror every second. He cuts the wheel to 

the left and roars down the road until he hits a traffic light. It’s a comforting sight for him. Technology 

= Civilization.  

When his car comes to a complete stop he focuses on his breathing. Slowly, the repetitive 

expansion of his chest begins to subside. Then he remembers his phone and picks it up with haste. 

His thumb clicks, swipes then clicks again. The first picture is blackness. The next one is the same. 

The third picture is blurry but, there’s a streak of white in it. The fourth picture is blurry again but 

the whiteness is larger and swirls across the screen. It takes five pictures to produce one where Daniel 

is able to make something out. He stares at the white object that appears on the screen. It’s not 

blurry, no, it’s in focus and it’s five yards away from the camera lens. Daniel uses two fingers to zoom 

in. A shirt… no, longer… a gown. A white gown floating about five feet off the ground.  

********** 



He pulls into the driveway of his aunt’s house and puts the car in park. He looks at the 

picture again. The entire ride back he hadn’t done much focusing on the road. His mind has been 

possessed with the image he’s now staring at. It’s real. The legend, it’s real. It must be. Strange noises 

chasing him revealed a white apparition. What else is he to believe? He can’t wait to show his aunt.  

He hurries from the car to the front door and opens it, continuing his excited transition into 

the kitchen. He frowns. There’s nobody around. He checks the living room. The couch is empty 

but photographs strew the table in front of the couch. They’re photos of Aunt Sophie standing in 

front of gigantic pumpkins. A big jack-o-lantern smile lights up her face in each snapshot. He picks 

one picture up and examines it.  

Enter the faint sound of crying. He perks his ears up. The cat, it cries from upstairs.  

Placing the photograph in his back pocket, he follows his ears to the foot of the staircase. He 

can see the small, dark figure moving about. He makes his way upward. Each step cries, itself, as the 

weight of his body sinks the wood lower and it lets out a creak.  

The cat is doing a number on the lower right portion of the door. The paint is scratched 

away by the cat’s frantic claws. Daniel grabs the doorknob and begins to turn. Denied. It’s locked. 

He puts his ear up to the wood. No sound. Aunt Sophie is not inside.  

Daniel shoos the cat away and heads down the stairs to the kitchen where he opens the 

refrigerator. 

His eyes meet the pitcher of iced tea. He makes himself a glass and carries it to his room. 

He chugs the glass of all its content and then places it on the night stand and lies down on the bed. 

He’s not tired though, so he picks up the remote and flicks on the television for background noise 

but it doesn’t zap on. Damn batteries. He tilts his head back and takes a moment to digest the night.  

“A fucking ghost,” he declares out loud as his memory is haunted with the image of the white 

gown. He sits up and begins to pace the room. He wants to go to more locations. He glances down 

at the floor and catches the corner of a book poking out from underneath the night table. He bends 

down to pick it up and sits on the bed with the book on his knees. It’s a photo album. 

At first, he thinks he’ll just pass the time flipping through, but with each page of black and 

white photos Daniel becomes more and more immersed. He sees faces he’s never seen before. 



They’re smiling and standing next to each other in front of houses and in backyards. Their attire is 

from another generation. He digs into his back pocket as he remembers the picture of Aunt Sophie 

that he was inspecting before. He places the photo down, inside the album. Putting his aunt and her 

relatives together.  

Then he sees a familiar face. Her skin white and pure. Her features timeless.  

He brushes his fingers across the picture and reads the writing underneath the photo. It’s 

one word. 

“Pearl,” he whispers. 

Daniel gently closes the book and places it near the same place that he found it. He notices 

the web in the corner of the door frame again. It’s growing. 

He lies down a second time.  



Pearl 

“Did you find what you were looking for?” 

The voice is foreign to him for a moment, but when his brain starts to catch up with the 

images in front of him he finds the owner to be Aunt Sophie. He blinks several times to quicken the 

process. A bloody glow covers her face. It’s morning again. He fell asleep fast, his clothes still on. 

His brain a bit fogged.  

“At Mount Misery, did you find what you were looking for?” 

He jumps up and looks for his phone in the sea of bedcovers. She raises her hand to reveal 

that she possesses it.  

“Oh,” he says when he notices, “thank you, you have to see this,” he grabs the phone and 

eagerly searches his photos.  

Aunt Sophie relishes his high energy, she’s glad to see him excited and hopeful. 

He comes to the picture and hands her the phone. “Check it out.”  

She brings the picture up to her face. “Fascinating.” 

“Incredible, right?” 

“Yes, so it’s true,” she’s quick to conclude that, “there is an afterlife.” 

“It appears so, but now, I want to find more,” he admits. 

“More?” she wrinkles her brow. 

“Yes, more. Maybe I can go visit Lake Ronkonkoma or Mary’s Grave. You know, investigate 

those locations and hopefully get more footage like this.” 

“Isn’t this enough? This is great proof that there is life after death.” She tries to convince 

him. 

“But now there’s more to search for and try to figure out,” he says and jumps out of bed. 



She looks down in dismay and notices the photo album on the ground is a bit askew. “And 

did you find what you were looking for in here?” she inquires.  

He notices her pick up the photo album and place it on top of the heavy blanket covering 

her legs. 

“That woman engraved on the pin I brought to you. You knew her?” 

“Of course,” Aunt Sophie says, “that’s my grandmother. Your great-grandmother.” 

“Pearl?” he asks. 

“Yes, that’s her name. A darling name for a darling woman.” 

“Did you get to spend a lot of time with her when you were younger?” 

“Enough for her to leave an impression on me. Her looks were one thing but her grace was 

another. Everybody watched her cross a room.” 

“Somebody carved her face in ivory,” Daniel says matter-of-factly. 

“Yes. Though, it wasn’t long after the pin was created that it was then passed down.” 

“Pearl gave it to your parents, right?” 

“Technically, my parents inherited the pin after Pearl was killed.” 

“Killed?” 

“Crossing the road.” 

He thinks for a second. “What ever happened to your parents? Because, I don’t remember 

my grandparents at all.” 

“Well, they weren’t alive when you were born,” she tells him. 

He opens a draw and plucks a new shirt, underwear and pants. “Old age?” 

“No, car accident.” 

Daniel stops. “Seriously?” 

“Yes.” 



“Geez,” he whispers.  

“Time for breakfast!” 

“I’m gonna go to the bathroom and change,” he tells her. 

“Nonsense,” she says, “this is your room now,” she places the album onto the night stand 

and wheels out. 

He closes the door behind her. 

********** 

Daniel sits down at the kitchen table at the same time that Aunt Sophie puts food in front of 

him and begins talking. 

“There’s a place in Patchogue called The Hanging Tree. The story goes that if you follow a 

specific path you will come to a clearing that sits alongside the Swan River. In the middle of that 

clearing is a big tree where they hung witches back in the day. Visitors report extremely paranormal 

activity such as cold spots, apparitions and terrifying noises like a woman screaming.” 

“Really?” he asks. 

“You should go there, tonight,” she advises. 

He nods approvingly. “I think I will.” 

They both hear footsteps near the front door. He gets up and checks it out. Opening the 

front door, he finds Becky hunched over the hood of his car holding white envelopes. 

“Hey!” he calls to her. 

She turns around. “Oh, you’re home, I’d been ringing the doorbell for like three minutes,” 

she says.  

Daniel turns to Aunt Sophie. “I didn’t hear anything,” she affirms. 

“Anyways,” Becky says, “I was walking by and noticed your mailbox was overflowing. You 

literally had mail spilling out onto the ground so, I picked it up what was on the ground and was 

going to bring it to you, but when you didn’t answer I thought I’d just leave it on your car.” 



“Thanks, I’ll take it.” 

He approaches her. 

“Oh!” he yells. “I have to show you something from last night!” 

“From Mount Misery?” 

“Yes!” 

He digs into his pocket and takes out his phone and shows her the picture. 

“Is that real?” she asks. 

“It’s got to be, right?” 

She scans the picture with intense scrutiny. 

“I’m going to another place tonight, this place called, The Hanging Tree in Patchogue,” he 

tells her. “There’s supposed to be some good activity there.” 

“Look at you, you sound like a ghost hunter already,” she quips. 

He smirks. “I’m just happy that there’s actual ghosts to hunt. Now that there’s proof it’s like, 

how much further can we dig and how many more places can we go? The opportunities may be 

endless.” 

“I mean, this picture is pretty interesting but I wouldn’t say that it’s definite proof.” 

“What do you mean? You’re looking at it yourself,” he emphatically points to the picture.  

“Did you see it with your own eyes? Did you touch it?” she asks. 

“I- I saw a white object before I turned around and I- I heard this pounding and grunting. I 

experienced this.” He tries to make his case to her. 

“Hey, look, I’m just playing devil’s advocate.” She hands the phone back and doesn’t say 

anymore on the matter so as not to upset him. Only now, he’s got a splinter of doubt in his mind 

again and no tweezer is going to help. He needs more, and the next time, he’s not running away. 

“Come with me, tonight,” he finally says. “Come and see for yourself. If this place is what 

they say it is, hopefully you will experience it too.” 



“Okay, fine. I’m not a big fan of all this but sure, why not?” 

He grins. 

“I gotta go, my mom’s been bugging me all morning to help her out in the backyard.” 

“Why? What’s in your backyard?” 

“You haven’t heard from your aunt?” 

“Heard what?” he asks. 

“About my mother’s prize-winning pumpkins.” 

“What?” Daniel laughs at the statement. 

“My mother is a prize-winning pumpkin farmer. For the last five years she’s won the gold 

prize for Long Island’s Best Pumpkin of the Year.” 

“Seriously?” 

“I’m dead serious. Ever since we moved here she’s been on this big pumpkin kick. She grows 

these pumpkins for months and then enters them into this contest and wins every year. She’s sort of 

a local legend around here, they call her ‘The Pumpkin Queen.’ 

Daniel remembers Aunt Sophie’s backyard. “My aunt has a few patches in her backyard as 

well, but they’re not winning any prizes.” 

“That’s why I’m surprised she hasn’t told you about my mother. Your aunt used to enter her 

own pumpkins into the contest, too.” 

Becky’s phone rings and she answers. Daniel can hear her mother’s voice on the other side. 

“Where did you go, Beck?”  

“I’ll be home in a minute, mom.” 

“I need your help in the back with trimming and anything else that I can think of. You know 

this is a very important time of year for me. The submission date is in one week and we still have to 

get these pumpkins trimmed and polished.” 

Becky rolls her eyes and sighs. “I will be home in a minute.” 



“Please hurry up, I need your help.” 

Becky hangs up. “I gotta go.” 

 “See you tonight. Pick you up at Eight o’clock?” Daniel asks. 

“Okay,” Becky confirms. 



Hanging 

Daniel enters the kitchen to say goodbye to Aunt Sophie. She’s making a fresh batch of iced tea. 

“Make sure to drink this all up, Daniel. I made it just for you.”  

“You don’t have to tell me twice.” 

“There’s a big flashlight on the table behind you that I found,” she informs him. “I will be 

going to my friend’s house tonight.” 

“Really? Do you want me to drop you off?” 

“No, I’m getting picked up.” 

“Okay, I’m going to get Becky,” and he heads out. 

Becky exits her front door with a black Jansport backpack slung over one shoulder. She hops 

in and the beginning of their ride starts off very formal. They ask each other about where they used 

to live. Do they have any brothers and sisters? Etc. Eventually, Becky takes over with asking the 

questions and it becomes somewhat of a talk show on the way to The Hanging Tree. She asks about 

what brought him to Wading River. She’s very delicate and genuine as she listens to Daniel tell her 

about his small, nuclear family that was destroyed. He tells her that what happened to his parents 

still doesn’t feel real yet and ‘maybe it never will.’  

********** 

About thirty minutes later, the car is heading down a suburban street. A wooded area comes 

into view on their left.  

“I think this is it. There’s supposed to be a path.” They strain their necks forward to try and 

see ahead of the darkness. Daniel rolls down his window.  

“There it is,” Becky points. 

Daniel sees it too. “Yep, that’s gotta be it.” He parks the car on the side of the road. 

“Now what?” Becky asks. 



“Now, we walk,” and he takes the flashlight and his phone. They approach the edge of 

darkness. “There’s something about the first few moments of walking into the woods,” Daniel notes 

as he and Becky begin their exploration into the unknown. 

“What do you mean?” Becky asks. 

“It just feels so…” 

“Scary?” she guesses. 

“Anticipatory…” he says instead, “exciting…” he adds.  

“You’re not scared right now?” she asks. 

“Last night I was. But now, it’s a mix; I’m curious… hopeful.”  

“About what? About seeing a ghost?” 

“Absolutely,” he says. 

“Yeah well, I’m scared. It’s dark and I have no idea what’s ahead or where I’m going.” 

The pathway is about ten feet wide and winding. The trees on each side don’t allow them to 

see what’s around the corner of each turn.  

“I want to save the flashlight until we really need it,” Daniel explains to her. 

“How long is this walk?” 

“I’m not sure.”  

“Great,” she responds sarcastically.  

They shuffle on. A creature patters alongside of them against the leaves on the ground. 

“Let’s turn that flashlight on now,” Becky suggests. 

Daniel points the light on the location that the shuffling sound is coming from. “It’s a 

squirrel,” he observes. 

“Keep the light on,” she insists. 

“Fine.” 



 They walk. “So, what are you going to do if we do encounter something?” Becky asks. 

“I’m going to try to get it on camera,” he says. “Preserve it forever.” 

“It’s dead, it’s already preserved forever,” Becky interjects. 

“Yeah, well…” he stops. 

“Well, what?” she urges him on.  

“Well I’m trying to figure out what ‘dead’ means.” 

An owl hoots! on cue and they both shoot their necks up and to the right.  

“Whoa,” Becky stops walking. 

“It’s just an owl,” Daniel notes. 

“No, something else,” she says. 

“What is it?” Daniel whispers. 

“It’s cold. It literally feels like I just walked into a freezer.” 

She back peddles. “It’s like a little pocket of cold air.” 

Daniel walks through it. “Whoa.” 

“I’m not crazy, right?” she asks. 

“No, you’re not. Let’s keep going,” Daniel insists. 

Becky proceeds with caution. Up ahead, a clearing in the distance. A breeze blows onto the 

left side of their bodies. 

“What’s that?” Becky worries. 

“That’s just air coming off the Swan River,” Daniel ensures. 

Their feet don’t slow down because they’re tired. Their feet slow down because they’re 

approaching the clearing and can see the tree that stands in the middle. Its trunk wide and its size 

tall and its branches outstretched.  



“This has to be it,” Daniel says. Leaves fall from its fingers and kiss the ground. Daniel scans 

its body with the flashlight. “Imagine being hung,” he mutters. 

“What?” Becky is startled at the suggestion. 

“The witches, their lives ended right here, on this tree. Imagine that’s you. What’s it like? 

How long does the pain last and what comes after it? A blank screen or some sort of metamorphosis 

or… do you not know that you’re dead?” 

Eerie silence. Until a thunk! and splash! in the water.  

 Daniel spins with the flashlight. It blinks on and off. He runs toward the shore where the 

woods meets the river.  

A scream! The most blood-curdling scream coming from behind them, behind the tree. The 

light goes off. Daniel bangs the flashlight repeatedly and when it turns back on, he illuminates the 

tree just in time to see something fall to the ground. He kicks up leaves as he makes his way over to 

the object. Its texture is frayed. Becky approaches Daniel from behind and grabs his elbow. 

“What is it?” she peers over his shoulder. 

“A noose,” he tells her. Then the flashlight gives up entirely and the light goes out. 

“I’m out of here,” she runs away from the tree and back toward the path. 

“No!” Daniel doesn’t want to leave yet. “Becky! Wait!” 

He looks back at the noose lying on the ground and then turns to see Becky fading away. 

Reluctantly, he runs after her.  

When they hop into the car they’re both out of breath.  

“Holy shit,” Becky exclaims and pulls her hair back.  

“Why did you run away?”  

“What do you mean? Did you see what happened?” 

“Yes, exactly what we wanted to happen,” Daniel notes. 

“No, exactly what you wanted to happen. I’m not messing with that shit. Let’s go.” 



Daniel hands the flashlight to her and puts the car in drive. 

“We didn’t get a chance to take a picture,” he says.  

“That’s fine,” she says. 

“No, it’s not!” Daniel yells.  

Becky is taken back by his tone and becomes defensive. “Listen, you invited me. I never said 

I was gonna stick around until the freaking exorcism started. I heard a scream, I saw a noose and I 

ran. That was good enough for me.” 

Daniel steps on the gas harder. “Not for me. I need more,” he admits. 

“More of what?! You have a picture of a floating gown in the middle of the woods and you 

just experienced some crazy shit happening at an ancient execution site. What more do you want to 

see?!” 

“I want to see them!” he cries. “I want to know that they’re okay. That this isn’t a once and 

done deal. That there is something else once this is all over, not just black nothingness and complete 

non-existence.” 

His honesty shakes her. She looks at him with pure sympathy. They both settle down. 

“I’m sorry, Daniel,” she breaks the silence. 

“It’s not your fault,” he says.  

“This kind of stuff: death, ghosts, it’s scary to me when it’s thrown in my face so, I ran away.” 

“When did death get so scary for people?” 

“What?” she asks. 

“When I was a kid I wasn’t afraid of anything. I mean, I’d climb the tallest tree and I’d run 

into the great big ocean without caution. But somewhere along the ride, we become scared. Afraid 

of death. And now, here I am, contemplating the nature of it all. I didn’t ask for it, it just all happened 

so fast. Lately, my life has been death. I don’t know if I’m scared of death anymore or just incredibly 

curious as to what actually happens once it comes. It’s confusing, but I want to be able to wrap my 

mind around it. I want to comprehend and understand it all.” Daniel searches his memory and mixes 



it with his newfound wisdom. “Maybe it’s that moment when your parents put you on that school 

bus for the first time and you watch them through the window and they disappear as the bus pulls 

away. You realize you’re on your own right then and there and you’re forced to take an active interest 

in your own well-being. You’re forced to maintain your own safety. Your life abruptly becomes 

‘yours’ and it’s up to you to keep it alive now and take responsibility for it. On top of that, everyone 

puts so much pressure on you to make it worth something so… so you begin to fear. It’s your first 

line of defense and it becomes your way of life.” 

Becky gently responds. “Damn. I feel that. That pressure to become something ‘important.’ 

My mom works so hard to be relevant with these damn pumpkin contests. She gets so wrapped up 

in it. It becomes so important to her.” 

Daniel listens to her and enjoys the deep conversation. This is what has become of him now. 

He no longer thinks about playing around and having fun, but only about searching and finding 

answers to the mystery of death and why the fear of it runs all of our lives. It’s within this deep 

thinking and this internal digging that he discovers his next objective.  

“I know where I have to go next,” he blurts out. 

“Where?” 

“The spot. The spot where they crashed. If I want to know if they’re still around somewhere, 

I have to go look for them.” 

Becky squirms in her seat.  

“I won’t ask you to come if you are uncomfortable,” he says. 

“I’m sorry, Daniel. I don’t want to do this again.” 

“Okay,” he looks away. 

“I’m going away, anyways,” she admits. 

“What do you mean?” he turns to her. 

“My mother and I are going to Wisconsin tomorrow. Taking a 12 p.m. flight.” 

“Really? For what?” 



“My grandmother’s birthday. We’ll be back in two days. Just in time for the pumpkin contest, 

of course.” She rolls her eyes.  

“I see.” Daniel nods and they drive on in silence. 

********** 

When they arrive in front of Becky’s house there’s an awkwardness inside the car.  

“Well, that was interesting,” Becky tries to cut the air with a little humor.  

“Thank you for coming,” he says. 

“I hope you find what you’re looking for,” she says as she takes her bag and gets out of the 

vehicle. 

“Goodbye,” he says. 

“You have my cell number now so, don’t be a stranger. Just don’t ask me to do anything 

crazy,” she closes the door and taps on the roof of the car.  

When he gets into his own house he’s consumed by dead silence. Again, upon further 

inspection, he deems himself home alone.  

The quiet is interrupted by methodical scratching. He heads to the foot of the staircase and 

sees the cat at the door again.  

Ascending to the top of the stairs, he tries the doorknob again. Locked. He shoos the cat 

away and hears a clatter. It’s not coming from inside the bedroom it’s coming from downstairs. 

Descending the staircase, crossing the living room and entering the kitchen, he finds the culprit: Aunt 

Sophie.  

“Hey,” he says. 

She spins around, revealing a glass of iced tea.  

“Hey, sweetheart.” She wheels over and puts the glass into his hands. 

“So?” she begins. 



“So, I know where I have to go next,” he tells her. 

“Where?” 

“The place where they crashed,” he says. 

His aunt’s face falls. “Didn’t you see enough, tonight?” 

“I experienced some very intriguing things,” he says. 

“And? You believe in life after death now,” she leads him. 

“I’ve realized that what I really want is just to see them again. I just want to see them,” he 

admits.  

In the distance, the distinct commotion of meowing and scratching arises again.  

“Why does that cat keep doing that?” Daniel asks. 

“That cat needs to go, it’s such a nuisance,” she says. “You know what happened to the cat 

that was too curious?” she rhetorically asks.  

“I have to go,” he says and puts the iced tea down. 

“Go where?” she asks and appears worried. 

“I told you.” 

“You don’t have to go right now,” she tells him. 

“I won’t be able to sleep. I need to see them.” He starts toward the door. 

“Don’t go. Wait until tomorrow night.” 

He’s deaf to her suggestion and has tunnel vision. “Goodbye, don’t wait up for me.” He runs 

out the door. 

“Tell me where exactly you are going!” she yells after him. 

But he doesn’t say another word.  



As he’s pulling out of the driveway he notices an old pick-up truck parked out in front of the 

house. But, there’s no time to think too much about it now. He’s heading to find the last place his 

parents were alive… and he’s going to see if they’re still there. 



Crash 

The road is a two-way street with woods on each side. Daniel only knows the name of the road and 

the town so, to find the exact location he ghosts along with the car until he spots remnants of the 

broken telephone pole. It’s cracked in half but right next to it is a brand new replacement pole which 

is now doing all the work. 

He parks, gets out and stares at the broken telephone pole. There’s still bits of glass in the 

dirt on the side of the road. The chirping of crickets is overwhelming. Their screams echo through 

the dense nighttime air. Images of his parent’s car wrapped around the pole flash across his mind. 

He wants to remember his parents as happy, but he can’t shake the image of what they must’ve 

looked like seconds before crashing. He plunges himself into the moment some more and imagines 

what it must have felt like: a lifetime of planning and worrying flashing before your eyes. He breaks 

down. Literally, tears stream down his face as his body convulses. His knee hits the pavement. He 

wishes he was there with them in their last moment. He wishes he could have been in the car. That 

way they could have found out the answer to life’s greatest question, together. 

In spite of these overwhelming thoughts and emotions he rises to his feet to look for them. 

He’s been successful, so far, in seeing and experiencing the afterlife, but those experiences don’t 

mean nearly as much as the one he wants to have right now. More than life itself, he wants to see his 

parents again, here and now. He walks around the area as if he was a detective. He wishes he knew 

what exactly went wrong and how the car could have swerved left, off this perfectly straight road, and 

crashed into the telephone pole. He checks the ground. He scans the woods. He’s not sure what to 

do after that so he begins to talk out loud. 

“Hello,” he speaks. “Mom… Dad… it’s Daniel,” it’s a heartbreaking scene. “Are you guys 

around? I came here to see you.” He waits for a response.  

Thirty seconds go by. 

Two minutes go by. 

Five minutes go by. 

He grows tense. 

“Hello?!” he yells. “Mom?! Dad?! It’s me!” He paces back and forth.  



A slight gust of wind gives him momentary hope, but the breeze fades away… 

“Hello!” he screams harder and louder. “Mom! Dad!....” He grows impatient. It was so easy 

the last two nights. But now, there’s no activity other than the choir of crickets who seem to be 

laughing at him. 

“Hey!” Now he’s angry. “Answer me, damnit! I need to see you! I need to talk to you! I need 

to know that you’re still here!” His voice cracks on the last word he screams.  

Anger fills him entirely. His body, down to his entire skeleton, burns red with deep rage. He 

picks up a big tree branch and swings it against the broken telephone pole. Rage. Dark red, bloody 

rage. He wishes death upon the telephone pole that took his parents. He despises the silence that 

withholds them from him. He curses the future that doesn’t contain them in it. All his anger and 

fury is being unleashed on this pole right now.  

When the branch breaks, his heart follows and he falls to all fours. The crickets scream in 

the background, echoing his loneliness, pain and despair. 

********** 

He waited. For three hours he waited… and nothing happened. A few cars passed by in 

between bouts of crying, but that was it. His ride back home was long. He drove the whole way 

incredibly confused. Did they not want to see him? Or are they not really around anymore, gone 

forever? But what about the other places, the other experiences? 

The sky is golden as he pulls into the driveway and exits the car, dragging his feet up the front 

porch. The pick-up truck that was parked outside of the house when he left is not there anymore. 

Instead, he notices tire tracks leading into the locked garage. 

Opening and closing the front door causes him to hear a bump coming from upstairs, 

followed by a doorknob clicking closed. Daniel notices Aunt Sophie’s wheelchair parked at the foot 

of the staircase but, it’s empty. He frowns and heads to the bottom of the staircase and looks up just 

in time to see Aunt Sophie looking back down at him, sitting on the top step. 

“You made it back,” she notes. 

He notices her put something into the pocket of her knitted shawl sweater. 



“Aunt Sophie, what are you doing? How did you get up there?” 

“I had to crawl up here,” she says. 

“Why?” he asks. 

“The damn cat wouldn’t stop scratching at the door so I had to open it up and see what all 

the fuss was about. I was afraid that a raccoon had gotten in here and the cat smelled it or something,” 

she explains.  

“What is in that room? Is that your bedroom?” 

“Yes.” 

“Why do you keep it locked?” 

“Oh, it’s such a mess right now. It’s pretty much become a storage unit and I’m so 

embarrassed by it.” 

He looks at her legs.  

“Would you be a pumpkin, dear?” she asks. 

“What do you mean?” 

“Well, I need a favor. I’ve climbed all the way up here and exhausted myself. Would you 

carry me down?” 

“Um, sure,” he says and creaks his way up toward her.  

When he gets to the top, he debates internally how he is going to maneuver this and 

eventually decides it’s best to carry her like a baby and cradle her body in his arms.  She stares at 

him as he carefully makes his way down the steps. Her fixed gaze is reminiscent of the way poker 

players glare at each other when trying to read each other’s motives.  

As intense as her look is, it’s not the most bothersome thing to him. It’s her legs that’s gotten 

his attention. They’re bent and folded just fine over his forearm. She doesn’t seem uncomfortable 

nor in pain. He’s perplexed and can’t stop glancing at them. When he gets to the bottom of the 

staircase he gently puts her in the wheelchair.  

“Is everything alright, sweetie?” she asks.  



“I thought you broke your legs?” 

“I did, dear. Minor fractures in my shins but the splints were too uncomfortable,” she tells 

him. 

“Oh,” he responds. 

“What happened on you trip?” she asks. 

“Nothing,” he mutters. “Nothing at all.” 

“You know, that doesn’t mean anything. You should go back and try again. What was the 

exact location of the site, anyways?” she asks. 

“I can’t explain it. It’s not like I have the coordinates.” 

“Think. You must remember exactly where it happened.” 

He wonders why she wants specifics right now. His mind shifts to the tire marks disappearing 

into the garage. 

“Do you have another car, Aunt Sophie?” he asks, ignoring her previous request. 

“No, no I don’t. Why do you ask?” 

“Never mind. I’m gonna go to my room now. The sun’s coming up and I should be getting 

some sleep,” he turns away. 

“But don’t you want a glass of iced tea before you head to bed?” she asks. 

“No, I’m fine,” he tries to scurry off. 

“Nonsense. I insist,” she says and wheels off to the kitchen. 

“I’m not thirsty. Good night… or… good morning for that matter,” and he continues to his 

bedroom and shuts the door before she can get another word in.  

Inside the room, he takes a seat at the foot of his bed and throws his face into his hands. He 

runs his hair through the gauntlet of his fingers. His mind races in a million directions and he doesn’t 

know which way to right the ship. Something hurts his left butt cheek. He leans to his right and 



reaches down to pull out the remote control that he was sitting on. He looks at it and taps on the 

power button. Nothing happens. He taps again. Nothing, the television doesn’t come on. 

He flips the remote over and removes the back to reveal the inner contents. Nothing. No 

batteries inside. He puts the remote down and hurries across the room and opens the bedroom 

door. Aunt Sophie is right there holding a glass of iced tea up to his chest. 

“Here you go, sweetheart,” she gives him a tight-lipped grin and shoves the glass into his 

body. 

He takes the glass but he isn’t deterred from what’s troubling his mind. “Did you take the 

batteries out of the remote in here?” he asks. 

“Um,” she looks up and to the right to signify that she’s thinking. “Oh, yes, I needed them 

for something else, I will get you new ones right now. Are you interested in an early morning 

television program?” she asks and wheels across the house and eventually into the kitchen. He 

follows three steps behind her.  

“No, I’m just curious. What did you need them for?” he asks. 

“Excuse me, dear, what was that?”  

“What did you need the batteries for?” he repeats. 

Just then, a bump on the other side of the front door is heard and they both see someone 

heading down the porch steps. Daniel races to the door and opens it in time to see Becky place the 

flashlight on the front hood of the car. 

“Hey!” he calls to her. 

She turns around. “Sorry, I forgot to give this back to you and it ended up in my backpack 

somehow.” 

“I’ll take it,” he says and walks toward her. 

“Becky!” Aunt Sophie calls to her from behind Daniel.  

“Hello, how are you?” Becky asks. 



“We are just fine, thank you. Did you try ringing the doorbell again? I guess that darn thing 

is dead,” Sophie concludes. 

“No, I was just about to but, I figured it was too early and didn’t want to wake anyone. So, I 

thought I’d leave it out here on your car for you to see when you got up.” 

“You’re sweet,” Sophie says.  

“Hey,” Becky steps forward. “What happened?” 

“Excuse me?” Aunt Sophie responds. 

Becky points, “The wheelchair, are you alright?” 

“Fine, dear. Won’t you come in for breakfast? I was just about to get started on eggs for 

Daniel.”  

“No, I must be getting back to help mother before we leave soon,” Becky says. 

“Leave?” Aunt Sophie inquires, “leave for what?” 

“Me and my mother are flying to Wisconsin to see my grandmother.” 

“You both are traveling to Wisconsin?” 

“Yes,” Becky confirms. 

“Then you must come for breakfast.” 

“I don’t know, I should-” 

“Nonsense! Your mother will be fine!” Aunt Sophie interrupts. “I’ll tell you what, would you 

mind doing me a huge favor, sweetheart?” 

Becky is wary but tries to be polite. “What’s up?” 

“I’m putting together this photo album of everybody I know, all the important people, that 

is. And the other day I realized that I have not one photo of you and your mother.” 

Becky seems confused. 



“So, the huge favor is this. Would you be a doll and bring me a picture of you and your 

mother together? I need it to complete my album.” 

“Um, I don’t see why not?” Becky looks at Daniel but he seems just as puzzled. 

“Do you have a picture of you and your mother?” Aunt Sophie sternly asks. 

“Yes.” 

“Can you get it for me?” 

Becky sighs. “I can find you one.” 

Aunt Sophie doesn’t say a word to follow up. She just sits there and waits. 

Becky looks at Daniel again. He’s no help to the situation. 

“I will wait.” Aunt Sophie nods toward the direction in which Becky would go back to her 

house. 

“You- you want it right now?” Becky squeezes her eyebrows together. 

“I really need it now before you leave. I would appreciate it so much. By the time you come 

back, breakfast will be ready for you. I promise.” 

Becky looks back toward her house then back to Sophie. “I don’t really need breakfast, 

honestly.” 

“Nonsense,” Sophie scolds. “Now go get the photo and hurry back. Thank you so much 

dear, you’re sweet.” She wheels away from the doorframe and out of sight.  

“What the hell’s this about?” Becky wonders. 

“I’m not the one to ask,” Daniel responds. 

“Welp, I guess I’ll be right back,” she tells him and starts down the driveway. 

Daniel notices the flashlight resting on the hood of the car. He looks back at the house and 

sees Aunt Sophie peering at him through the kitchen window. She waves him inside. 

He closes the front door behind him and enters the kitchen.  



“Would you help me prepare breakfast? I need a pot of water put on the stove for hot tea,” 

she says. 

Daniel puts his head down and grabs the tea kettle and fills it up in the sink. He shuffles by 

her to the stove and puts the kettle atop of the flame. “So…” he starts, “you’re making a photo 

album?” 

“It’s a hobby of mine. Amongst other things. Do you want your eggs scrambled?” 

“Okay.” Thoughts fire across the screen of his mind like flares: Aunt Sophie atop of the 

steps. The tire tracks leading into the garage. The batteries. The- the…. Flashlight!  

He hurries outside to the hood of the car and scoops the flashlight up. He unscrews the 

bottom and tilts the batteries out and into his hand: two Duracell batteries. 

“Daniel!” he hears Sophie call him from inside. “I need your help!” 

He carries the flashlight inside. “What?” he asks. 

“I need you to set the table, dear,” she calmly states.  

He looks down at the flashlight in his hands. 

“Here, hand that to me and give me some help, would you?” she grabs the light out of his 

hands and stuffs it in between her hip and the wheelchair. “Plates are in the cabinet all the way to 

the left,” she points. 

He walks over and takes three plates out and places them on the table. His body feels weak 

because the majority of his body’s energy is swirling around his skull in thought-forms. However, he 

maintains his composure in front of her. 

“Great, now watch the eggs, I have to go get something,” she instructs and wheels out. 

He checks the pan and swishes the eggs around with the spatula she left for him.  

“Do me a favor, sweetie!” she yells from the other side of the house. “Put two tea bags in the 

kettle when it starts to boil!” 

He looks over at the kettle, it’s simmering, so he begins to look for the tea bags. First, he 

checks the cabinet right in front of him. They’re not there. Then he tries the next one over. Nothing. 



Then the next one, but he finds no tea bags. He does this with each cabinet and draw in the entire 

kitchen until he exhausts all possible places that they can be. Still, no tea bags. An idea comes to 

him.  

He opens the fridge and takes the pitcher of iced tea out. Next, he takes the kettle off the 

stove and dumps the water into the sink, emptying it. Then he fills the kettle back up with the iced 

tea, places the kettle back on the stove and puts the pitcher back into the fridge.  

He looks out the kitchen window just in time to notice Becky approaching the house. He 

hurries over to the front door and opens it up before she reaches it.  

“She waves the picture that she’s holding. “Where’s your aunt?” 

“Oh,” he looks behind himself. “She’s around. Come in.” 

Daniel calls out, “Aunt Sophie?!” 

“Coming!” she’s heard through walls. 

Daniel looks at Becky and shrugs, “I don’t know what she’s doing.” He leads her to a seat in 

the kitchen.  

Becky sits with a straight spine and looks around.  

“So, I went to the spot,” he says. 

“When? After you dropped me off?” 

“Yes.” 

“And?” 

“Nothing.” 

“What do you mean? Tell me what happened.” 

“No, I mean nothing happened.” 

“Really?” 

He remains silent. He’s not going to say it again. Twice was enough.  



She searches for words to comfort him. “Maybe something will come out on another night.” 

He thinks about her point of view and uses the little time he’s spent with her to come to a 

conclusion. “You don’t believe in the afterlife, do you?” 

“I didn’t say that,” she objects. 

“You never had to.” 

“I heard a scream and I saw a noose. I’m not denying that. I’m not against the possibility that 

it was a ghost. Not at all. I just don’t know what that means. I don’t know what that means to me or 

for me and my life right now.” 

“Why don’t you try to understand what it means?” 

“I don’t know.” 

“It had to be ghosts. What else could it have possibly been?” 

“Hello!” Aunt Sophie enters the scene with a knitted sweater. She holds it up. “A gift for 

you,” she states and hands it to a seated Becky. 

“For me?” 

“Yes, it’s some of my best work. Once I heard you say that you were going to Wisconsin I 

knew that you would need this. I knitted it last year and never wore it. Now, I have somebody who 

will appreciate it. I implore you to take it with you on your trip. It’s bound to be cold up there.” 

“I already have a jacket,” Becky protests. 

“But not like this. I put so much time, effort and love into making this and nobody wanted 

to wear it for me.” Sophie puts her head down in dismay. “It’s a real nice sweater and it’s so warm. 

Trust me, just pack it in case you need something to keep you safe and warm. Okay?” 

Becky slowly takes full possession of it. “Okay,” she mutters. 

“Promise me,” Sophie insists.  

“I promise,” Becky says and caresses the sweater in her hands. “You are right, it is warm.” 

“See,” Sophie gives a wide, tight-lipped grin. No teeth.  



Becky feels around and notices something in the pocket of the sweater. Aunt Sophie grabs 

her hands. 

“That’s a little gift I placed in there for you. I want you to open it up once you have arrived. 

I’m sure you’ll love it.” She grins some more. 

“Oh but-” Becky starts. 

“Just say thank you and take it with you and when you get to Wisconsin, then take it out.”  

“Okay,” Becky says reluctantly.  

“Great! Now let’s eat!” Sophie claps her hands together.  

Daniel takes the eggs off the fire. “Becky, what can I get you to drink?” 

“Any sort of juice is fine,” she answers. 

Daniel looks in the fridge, “Orange?” 

“That works,” she says. 

He pours Aunt Sophie a cup of the tea he prepared and sets it next to her plate at the table.  

“Thank you, dear,” she says. 

Then he gets Becky a glass of orange juice.  

“Thanks, Daniel.” 

Then he sits down, himself, with a glass of orange juice.  

“I’m sorry, I don’t have much time and can’t stay long. Mom is going to pick me up from 

here and then we are heading straight to the airport.” 

“So, Miss Becky,” Aunt Sophie says, “how are the pumpkins coming along?” she asks. 

“Oh, they’re big, of course.” 

“Of course,” Sophie squints. 

“Mom has been hard at work getting them ready with final preparations. The big day is 

coming up soon. Trust me, I should know, she reminds me every day.” 



“That’s something,” Sophie says nonchalantly as she picks at her eggs but doesn’t eat 

anything. She does, however, pick up her cup of hot tea and takes multiple sips until she puts it back 

down. “Where is the picture?” she asks. 

“Oh, it’s right here,” Becky shows it to her. 

“Perfect,” Sophie takes it and admires it. “This is just perfect. You know, good neighbors 

make your home an extension of love.” 

“Hm,” Becky doesn’t have much of a response to that but she’s trying to be polite. “These 

eggs are good.” 

Aunt Sophie doesn’t notice the compliment- she’s too wrapped up in the picture. The 

morning sun begins to shine through the kitchen and it reaches the table top. This gets her attention. 

“A new day,” Sophie admires. “A chance for new opportunities,” she takes a deep breath, exhales, 

then sips her tea again. She seems content. Relaxed.  

A car horn honks. 

“That’s for me. I must be going. Thank you.” Becky stands up. 

“We mustn’t keep her waiting,” Aunt Sophie says. 

Daniel walks Becky to the door. “Thanks for coming,” he says. 

“Sure thing,” she replies. 

“I mean, thanks for coming with me… thanks for everything.”  

She winks and nods. “Sure thing.” Then she hops down the steps with Sophie’s knitted 

sweater in hand.  

“You know,” she stops and turns, “you may spend the rest of your life trying to figure this 

whole thing out. Searching forever. We all may spend our lifetimes searching. But, all I know for 

sure is that we all don’t know shit. We’re all just pretending or we’ve fooled ourselves into thinking 

that we know everything.” 

“I want to know what happens. I want to comprehend it all.” 

“Do you think you ever will?” 



“I’m afraid that I won’t. I’m afraid that death is beyond human understanding and I may not 

comprehend it until I actually experience it.” 

“What if you’re right? What if you won’t know until you finally know?” 

He has no answer. 

She explains, “All I’m saying is that if death is ultimately beyond earthly comprehension and 

understanding then, that means that it’s beyond our earthly worry and fear of it. Trying to understand 

it while fearing it at the same time is useless. Letting go might actually bring you one step closer to 

everything you really need.” 

Daniel sinks. She’s got a point.  

He solemnly watches her walk down the driveway, glad he’s found an honest person in the 

neighborhood. He shuts the door and makes his way back into the kitchen to find Aunt Sophie 

sitting in her wheelchair with her head tilted downward. He begins to clean up the dishes by taking 

them off the table and putting them in the sink. Sophie doesn’t move.  

“Aunt Sophie, are you alright?” he continues to clean up. 

She lifts her head and opens her eyes. “What?” 

“What’s going on? You tired?” he asks.  

“A bit,” she slowly looks around and then settles her attention on the cup of tea in front of 

her. Grabbing it, she wonders, “Maybe I need another cup. Usually one does the trick, but perhaps 

I need some extra caffeine this morning. Be a doll and grab me one more tea bag and put the kettle 

on again.  

“Well, actually, there’s no more tea bags left. I just took the iced tea that’s in there and heated 

it up for you.” 

The look on Sophie’s face transforms faster than a Popsicle placed in a frying pan. Her 

previous expression melts away and vanishes as her entire face droops and the blood is drained from 

her skin.  

“What?” Daniel notices. 



“I… uh…” she fumbles around with her hands to grab the empty cup of tea and when she 

gets a hold of it she raises the cup up to her eyeball and peers in as if looking to make sure Daniel 

is not lying to her.  

“What’s wrong?” Daniel asks, becoming incredibly suspicious.  

“It’s nothing,” she scrambles to find a good grip on the wheels and tries to maneuver away 

from the table but she’s clumsy.  Daniel goes to grab the empty cup in front of her but she swipes at 

it and knocks it off the table. 

“Dear! What have I done?” she drops her forehead into the palm of her hand.  

Daniel looks at the broken pieces then adjusts his eyes back to Aunt Sophie. “What’s in the 

iced tea?” he asks.  

“Tea and ice,” she says. 

“And what else?” he insists. 

“Sugar,” she retorts. 

But Daniel is not stupid. He’s been wanting to believe in an afterlife and he’s been insisting 

on proving that his parents were still alive in some form but, he’s not gullible. He’s desperate for 

answers but he won’t accept lies. He swallows, straightens his spine and stares daggers at his aunt. 

He’s made a resolve.  

“What is in that iced tea and what is in the garage?” he demands the truth. 

“Sugar and nothing,” she tries to smile but her strength is not quite there.  

“You’re lying to me,” he states.  

“Sweetie.” 

“No!” he shouts, “tell me or I’ll break the lock off and look for myself.” 

“Don’t be silly, I already told you that-” 

He doesn’t wait for her to finish. He storms out of the kitchen and out the front door. 

“Daniel! Get over here boy!” she finds energy in her fear. 



He runs around the house to find the shovel that he put there the day before. Grabbing it, 

he approaches the lock on the garage.  

From the open front doorway Aunt Sophie begs him to reconsider. “Daniel, why would I lie 

to you? You’re just going to break my lock and then what? Are you going to replace it later?”  

He contemplates for no more than a second then goes on and hammers the shovel down 

upon the lock. It sparks and scratches, but that’s all. Again, he raises it above his head and hammers 

it down onto the lock.  

“Stop it!” she yells from the front door. “You’re being illogical!”  

His third attempt is his strongest one yet and it proves successful. The lock breaks off and 

Daniel lifts up the garage door with one giant pull.  

A pick-up truck. The pick-up truck that was out in front of the house earlier in the night.  

“What’s this? Whose car is this? I saw it out front before and now it’s in here. How the hell 

did it get in here?” Daniel asks. 

“I’ve always had that car, it barely works that’s why I never told you about it.” Daniel’s not 

buying it.  

“There’s fresh dirt on the tires,” he observes. 

“I told you it barely works. That must be old dirt.” 

He walks further into the garage to inspect more. He touches the dirt on the tires, it’s still 

moist. He proceeds to the back of the pick-up and looks in the bed: a noose. He turns and his eyes 

fall upon a giant wooden pole leaning against the corner. It’s about twelve feet long and fixed atop 

of it: a white gown.  

“What the hell is this?” He runs out of the garage and gets right in his aunt’s face. “What the 

hell is going on? Tell me right now!” 

“You’re overreacting,” she politely states. 

“Am I?” he asks. “Because I just found the same gown I saw at Mount Misery in your fucking 

garage so, explain that to me!” 



The cat walks by and cries in response to the loud noises coming from the two humans on 

the porch. The crying jogs Daniel’s memory. “And what the hell is upstairs?” 

“Daniel, if you give me a moment to talk to you like a gentle, reasonable person, I can explain 

everything.” 

“You know what? No. No explaining, start showing. Show me what is upstairs,” he demands. 

“I told you that it was my dirty, embarrassing bedroom.” 

“Show me.” He demands. 

“I can’t.” 

His eyes jolt side to side as he thinks about his next move. He remembers he saw her put 

something in her pocket before, when she was at the top of the stairs. He thrusts his hand into her 

pocket. She tries to grab his wrist and pull his hand out but he’s too violent for her. He clasps the 

key and pulls his closed fist out. She begins to punch him multiple times but he doesn’t stick around 

long to take the abuse. He jumps over her wheelchair and runs inside and up the staircase. At the 

top of the steps he pinches the key in his fingers and aims the tip toward the grooves in the doorknob. 

He’s about to find out what the cat has been so curious about. He inserts the key and right before 

he can turn it his ears are pierced with a high-pitched shriek!  

He winces at the sound. The same sound that he heard at The Hanging Tree. He looks 

down at the bottom of the staircase to find Aunt Sophie sitting in her wheelchair. “I just wanted both 

of us to be happy,” she desperately admits.  

“It was you? Both times?” 

“If you thought ghosts were real then you could live the rest of your life in peace. Like we all 

should.” Her voice fluctuates as she tries to be joyful, but it really just comes out desperate and 

deranged. “I wanted us to be happy together.” Then she begins to do something that terrifies Daniel 

most of all, so far. She takes her two hands and presses her palms down on the arm rests of her 

wheelchair and lifts herself up to her feet. His eyes go wide.  

She takes a slow, methodical step up. Then another one, with her other leg. Creak. “I did it 

so that we could be successful and happy. Happy people have meaning. They have purpose.” 



He watches in horror as she takes another step upward. And another. Creak. Creakkk. 

Creak. Her legs fine but her face askew.  

“None of it was real!” he screams. 

“Oh, nephew. It’s about to get very real,” and then she smiles. But this time her mouth parts, 

sending her upper lip north, her lower lip south and the corners of her mouth back towards her 

ears. She shows her teeth. Her brown-stained, jagged, carnivorous teeth.  

His jaw drops. 

Then she runs. Upward with speed, holding out her arms, getting closer and closer to him. 

Grunting! 

He fumbles with the doorknob but turns it in time to fall into the bedroom and shut the door 

behind him, locking it.  

He leans up against the door as she pounds away at the wood on the other side. He takes a 

few steps into the room and looks around. The pounding stops and he hears her run down the steps. 

He carries on inside the room. It smells stale. He flicks the light on. It doesn’t look like a storage 

unit. It’s not clean but it is definitely not cluttered. Except for the walls, they’re covered in pictures 

of pumpkins, great big ones. Also, placed strategically around the room are big orange ribbons that 

read:  “FIRST PLACE PRIZE -BEST PUMPKIN” 

He drops to his knees and checks under the bed. Nothing. Is that all? What was so special 

that she had to lock this room? Then he looks up at the closet door in the corner. He rises to his 

feet and approaches it. Taking the knob in one hand and turning, he violently pulls the door open. 

They both tumble to the ground! Who?! Who is this body that just spilled out of the closet? 

This body, with its hands taped behind its back. This male figure with his mouth gagged.  

Daniel brushes the sweaty hair away from the man’s dirty face. “Uncle Roland?” Daniel 

quickly rolls him over and, using the key he got into the room with, he begins to saw away at the duct 

tape, eventually breaking his uncle’s hands free. Next, he rips the tape off his mouth. “Uncle Roland? 

What happened to you? Why did she do this to you?” 



His uncle begins to become more alert as he realizes that he’s being saved. Energy seeps 

back into his consciousness. “Daniel,” he says, “she wants it…” He licks the dried blood off his 

cracked lips. 

“She wants what?” Daniel asks. 

“She wants Pearl,” Uncle Roland says. 

“Pearl?” 

“The pin,” he says. 

“I gave it to her,” Daniel tells him. 

Uncle Roland violently shakes his head back and forth. “No, get it back.” 

“I don’t know where it is. Why?” Daniel asks. 

“It’s cursed.” Roland reveals. 

Daniel frowns. “I don’t understand.” 

“She wants to harm them.”  

“Them?” Daniel thinks of Becky and her mom. He runs to the door and swings it open. 

Aunt Sophie stands in the doorway sporting a sour grin. 

“What did you do?” he fears her answer.  

“I did what was necessary for my legacy. Too many years I watched her win and take what 

once was mine. Her pumpkins are the talk of the town every October. They take pictures of her. 

They listen to her when she speaks. They say she’s got talent!” Aunt Sophie’s eyes glaze over. “I 

can’t take it anymore. Her rising and my fading away into the damp, dark corners of this house.” 

She looks around in disgust. “Well, soon that will be me again. It will be my face in those pictures 

again. Those will be my pumpkins getting rewarded again. I will be relevant again as soon as she is 

gone.” 

“I don’t understand, what does the pin have to do with it all?” 

“I told you, it’s cursed!” Uncle Roland yells from the floor. 



“Didn’t you notice?” Aunt Sophie tilts her head. “No?” 

“What?! Tell me!” He grabs her by the shoulders and pushes her back against the wall; the 

staircase now one inch to their left. 

“The photo album you found…. All those people are dead… Victims of Pearl… Everybody 

who has ever possessed the pin has died in a car accident. Your parents, my parents, their parents. 

I didn’t think it was true many years ago. I was like your mother, I brushed it off as coincidence. But, 

the second I heard that your parents were killed in that crash I suspected it was Pearl. My gut told 

me so. It had to be her. Pearl’s cameo pin is cursed, there’s no doubt about it. And anybody who 

possesses it inside a moving car will die. I believe that whole-heartedly now. Pearl is real to me. I’ve 

witnessed her legacy and I believe in Pearl. She’s very talented at murder.” 

Daniel shakes his head trying to make sense of it all. “Why do all that shit at Mount Misery 

and The Hanging Tree if you already believed in ghosts?” 

“For you. To ease your pain and give you hope. I care about you, Daniel. I want you to be 

happy.” 

“How did the pin get cursed?” 

“Who knows? All I know is that it works, the rest is minor details. Plus, the scariest ghost 

stories are the ones you can’t explain,” her eyebrows jump up and down. Such a clever spider. 

“Where’s the album?” he asks. 

“It’s downstairs, I just added our friends to the back of it.” 

“I put a photo of you, yourself, in that photo album last night. That means you’re going to 

die,” he tells her. 

“I don’t think so. You see, the people in the album have to be in possession of the pin,” she 

confidently states. 

“So where’s the pin now?” 

Aunt Sophie sucks in air quickly through her mouth and holds her hand up to it. 

“No, talk! Tell me where the pin is!” 



“It’s on its way to Wisconsin,” she replies. 

“How?” and then Daniel remembers… “The sweater. It’s in the sweater.” 

“It’s too late, Daniel. I am going to be big again and our lives will be relevant. We’ll have our 

purpose back and we’ll show America just how talented we really are!” 

A loud moan from behind as Uncle Roland charges passed Daniel and grabs Aunt Sophie. 

He gets a death-grip on her shirt and lunges himself backwards with all his body weight, sending both 

of them down the stairs. Daniel watches in horror and runs after them as they tumble to the bottom 

and lie motionless.  

Approaching the carnage, he taps Uncle Roland on the shoulder. “Are you alright?!”  

Uncle Roland rolls over and grimaces.  

“What were you thinking?” Daniel surveys the scene. Two of his older relatives are sprawled 

out on the floor at the foot of the staircase. The product of a horrific fall.  

“Daniel,” he hears Aunt Sophie whisper. She’s lying face down on the wood floor. “Help 

me,” she pleads. Blood leaks from her head. 

Daniel bends down and takes his Uncle Roland in his arms and carries him to the car. He 

then comes back for Aunt Sophie and in about less than two minutes he has both of them inside the 

vehicle. His plan is to get them to the hospital as quick as possible- Sophie propped up in the 

passenger seat and Uncle Roland laid out in the back. He runs back in for the keys and then hops 

back into the car and backs out of the driveway. He steadies the car, points it forward and peels out 

down the road. Fumbling into his pocket, he pulls out his phone and dials Becky’s number. It rings. 

It rings. It rings.  

“Pick up!” he demands.  

A break in the rings… “Hello?” Becky answers. 

“Becky! You have to listen to me. Pull over right now!” he shouts at her. 

“What? Daniel, what’s wrong?” 

He races down the road. 60 mph. 65 mph.  



“Just trust me, you have to pull over right now and find that sweater Sophie gave you!” 

70 mph. 

He doesn’t plan on making any turns yet so he’s using as much of the road as he can to go 

as fast as he can. 

75 mph. 

“What about the sweater?” 

“Find the sweater and look in the pocket and take the cameo pin out and throw it away.” 

80 mph. 

“Throw the cameo pin away?” 

“Yes! Stop driving immediately and throw it out the window, it’s not safe!” 

85 mph. 

“You mean that old pin with the face carved into it?” Becky asks. 

“Yes, exactly, stop driving and throw it away. It’s horrible, horrible luck. It’s not safe to travel 

with! Trust me!” 

90 mph. 

“But, I don’t have it,” she tells him. 

“What?” 

“I don’t have it,” she repeats. 

“What do you mean? Where is it?” 

95 mph. 

“I couldn’t wait. I looked in the pocket once I left your house and saw what she wanted to 

give to me.” 

“And?”  



“I dunno, I just felt weird taking something like that from your aunt. I’m sorry, I just couldn’t 

accept that gift from her. It seemed so old and I thought it might be worth a lot but, I didn’t have the 

heart to give it back to her in person so, I just left it in your car.” 

100 mph. 

“You what?” Daniel’s heart flies into his throat. He peers over at his aunt in the seat next to 

him. Their eyes lock in terror. 

“We had to get to the airport and I didn’t want to leave it on the hood so I put it in the center 

console.” 

He rushes to open the lid of the console and that’s when, abruptly, the wheel cuts to the left 

and the car veers off the road. 

 


